WORD FAMILY MAZE
Color the "-ab" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START
lad tag sat sack ran
cab grab ham sad bag ban
can blab rat tap back cat
mad lab jab tab scab cap
mat pack sad fat crab tan
dam fan rat pat dab FINISH

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
Color the "-ad" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.
Color the "-ag" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  bag  rag  wag  sat  mad
        pan  man  ram  tag  sad  map
        lab  ham  cat  drag  map  can
        fat  sad  sag  brag  that  mat
        rat  fat  nag  pad  bat  lack
        tag  had  flag  zag  gag  FINISH
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COLOR THE "-AM" WORDS TO REACH THE END OF THE MAZE AND WRITE THE WORDS.

START: man, dad, sad, flag, dad, clam, yam, dam, ham, pan, bag, rag, tap, rat, jam, map, had, tag, drag, cat, ram, rat, fat, ran, flat, hat, exam, ban, wag, can, fan, nap, slam, swam, FINISH

_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________
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COLOR THE "-AN" WORDS TO REACH THE END OF THE MAZE AND WRITE THE WORDS.
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-ap” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START cap wrap wag fat mad
slam lad map sat man back
slap lap gap sag bad glad
tap dad fan drab jam hack
snap trap sap nap nag cab
wag rag mat flap clap FINISH

________________   __________________   __________________   __________________
________________   __________________   __________________
________________   __________________
________________   __________________   __________________   __________________
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the "-at" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  mat  cat  fat  tag  dad
had  tan  dam  sat  man  ban
can  that  rat  vat  map  cab
tap  chat  yam  ram  ham  flag
ran  flat  hat  bat  bag  clam
rag  fan  wag  pat  splat  FINISH
-ack

Color the "-ack" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START back brag glad chat flag
that rack swam snack black crack
drag pack plan track crab stack
tap lack tack sack scan quack
cram flat hat flap bag hack
clam fan blab pat splat FINISH

_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  
_________________  __________________  __________________  __________________  
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the "-ed" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  red  bell  stem  then  let

hen  fed  when  bet  den  peg

best  wed  bed  led  test  jet

gem  men  west  bled  pen  leg

tell  met  pest  fled  sled  them

well  yet  deck  pet  shed  FINISH

_________  _________  ___________  ___________

_________  _________  ___________  ___________

_________  _________  ___________  ___________

_________  _________  ___________  ___________
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Color the “-en” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  Ben  hen  men  gem  cell

get  yet  net  then  shed  peg

nest  west  sell  den  ten  set

red  met  fled  vet  when  hem

bell  wed  wet  fed  pen  bed

jet  fell  wed  web  zen  FINISH

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-et” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  pen  fell  west  leg  hem
bet  men  met  net  pet  cast
get  jet  let  vest  set  bell
gem  ten  led  yes  vet  wet
keg  tell  rest  ten  beg  yet
wed  zen  sell  red  den  FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-ell” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START cell red pen send jet
den bell fell sell beg get
west leg hem tell peck bend
fed well spell smell mend net
bed yell hen when led test
heck hell swell shell dwell FINISH
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Color the "-est" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  net  red  get  gem  peg  test  set  med  leg  zen  pen  chest  men  let  jest  quest  zest  rest  best  pest  west  wed  vest  sell  step  hen  them  then  crest  den  ten  deck  bell  yell  FINISH